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I.—Introduction. 

It is an universally admitted fact, which no one acquainted with 
the Greek translations of the Bible will venture to contradict, that 
the real work of Theodotion consisted in correcting and altering 

the old Greek translation known as the LXX, in accordance with 
the Hebrew text. Not much has been preserved of that improved 
edition of the LXX made by Theodotion, but the fragments alone 
would suffice to show his absolute dependence upon the Hebrew 
original. 

Much more clearly is this fact evidenced by the whole 
book of Daniel, which has come down to us entirely in 
Theodotion’s version. The translation of the LXX must have 
deviated very much from the original, so much so as to induce the 
Church from very ancient times to eliminate it from the official 
service, and to substitute for it that other translation of Theodotion. 
(The LXX text has, as is well known, come to light in the last 
century, and has been often reprinted.) The differences extend 
also to the apocryphal additions, which are missing in our canon, 
at any rate in the Hebrew canon of the Scriptures. These 
differences do not appear to be very great, but it is questionable 
whether Theodotion's text has not been altered after that of the 
LXX. Even in this foim there are, however, marked differences 
which cannot be explained, unless we admit that Theodotion had a 
certain original before his eyes, exactly as was the case with the rest 
of the book. He corrected and amended the old translation, being 
guided by the language of that original. It would appear, otherwise, 
at least singular that he should have attempted a similar process of 
correction, if there was not such an original text to guide him. The 
presumption, d priori, is, therefore, that also for those portions which 
are now counted among the Apocrypha an original in a Semitic 
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dialect must have existed, and that this was used by Theodotion 

when he undertook to amend the LXX version. 

I do not think that one can lay great stress on the suggestion 

thrown out by Lengerke,* that these apocryphal additions have 

been interpolated at a later time from the LXX into Theodotion, 

as this would lead to a far more complicated question, viz., how 

to explain these differences in those two texts. 

First, as to the “ Song of the Three Children.” Many a scholar 

has thought that he could detect traces of such an ancient Semitic 

original in peculiarities of the language. De Wette-Schraderf has 

collected all these peculiarities of the Greek which would point 

to such an original. They can best be explained by comparing 

them with words or forms that may have been misunderstood by the 

translator, or by his being influenced by the forms of that language, 

which may have been an Aramaic dialect akin to that of Daniel— 

and yet does De Wette doubt the existence of such an original. 

Schuerer, who devotes a whole chapter to the study of these additions 

to Daniel,J sums up his judgment in these words : “There is no 

reason to believe in a Hebrew original for any of these texts.” 

It is doubtful whether he meant a purely Hebrew or an original 

written in any Semitic dialect, since, properly speaking, one could say 

that there is no Hebrew original for the greater part of the Book of 

Daniel, as it contains so many chapters written in Aramaic. Much 

more decided is De Wette in his opinion about the origin ol 

the other additions, such as the history of Bel and that of the 

Dragon. He, as well as Fritzsche,§ say that there is not the 

slightest foundation for the idea that there was a Hebrew, or, as the 

latter adds, an Aramaic original for these. The differences between 

Theodotion and the LXX are. however, much more pronounced in 

these other portions than in the Song, and, as far as I have been 

able to see, no theory has hitherto been vouchsafed by any of 

these scholars that could give a satisfactory explanation of these 

discrepancies. If they are not to be explained by a difference of 

translation, how, and for what reason should Theodotion have 

gone out of his way to alter the old-established version ; and why 

# Das Buch Daniel; Konigsberg, 1835, p. 108. 

t Lchrbuch cl. histor.-Kritischcn Einleitung, Sth cd. ; Berlin, 1869, p. 509. 

X Geschichte des jucdischen Volkcs im Zeiialtcr Jcsu, 2d ed., ii, pp. 716-720. 

§ Kurzgefasstes Exegctischcs Handbuch zu den Apokryphen ; Leipzig, 1851, 

p. 121, § 12. 
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should the Churcli feci it proper to accept this latter, if not for their 

conviction that this way is a more faithful rendering of the original ? 

Delitzcsh, in his study on Habakkuk,* * * § has already drawn attention to 

a fragment of the Bel legend in an old Hebrew Midrash quoted by 

Raymundus Martini in the 13th century. The same has since been 

discovered by Dr. Neubauer in another fragment of the same 

Midrash Major, as that book is called. He has published this 

legend, together with the Aramaic version of the Book of Tobit.f 

The language of this text, however, is more like Syriac than Aramaic, 

and it differs in many important details from the old Greek versions. 

It can, therefore, not be considered as the probable original from 

which those translations have been made. They go, on the other 

hand, a long way to prove the existence of these legends in a 

Semitic dialect. 

Another proof is furnished by the fact that all the additions to 

Daniel are found also in the Hebrew Josephus, better known as 

Josippon. We have there the throwing of Daniel into the den of 

the lions, and the prophet Habakkuk drawn by the lock of his hair 

from Palestine to feed him in that pit,£ then the history of Bel,§ 

and that of the Dragon. || As will be seen afterwards, these portions 

were in the oldest known MS. of Josippon, and form part of that 

book ; they arc not later additions or interpolations, but belong 

to the body of that work. As the question concerning Josippon 

is still an open one, and its relation to the Greek Josephus not yet 

sufficiently cleared up, I prefer not to take this parallel as a proof 

for the antiquity of these texts. They suffice to prove, however, 

the existence of Semitic parallels to the apocryphal additions to 

Daniel. It will become evident later on that the version contained 

in Josippon, which has some details which are wanting in the Greek 

versions both of the LXX and Theodotion, is not taken from these 

versions, but in every probability from the original Semitic source 

which served as basis to these Greek translations. 

It is dangerous to dogmatise, and to try to settle definitely 

questions which later discoveries may easily upset. Such is the 

case with these additions to Daniel, which, as shown, are declared 

* Dc Habacuci Prophetac vita, etc.; Leipzig, 1842, pp. 32, 33. 

+ The Book of Tobit; Oxford, 1S7S, pp. 41, 42. 

t Ed. Breithaupt, I, cap. x, xi, pp. 33-37* 
§ Ibid., cap. xiii, pp. 40-42. 

|j Ibid., cap. xiv, pp. 42-45. 
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by all the recognized authorities to be of a purely Greek, probably 

Alexandrinian, origin, though it be extremely difficult to reconcile 

it with the fact that such texts were known in a Semitic language 

from ancient times. 

I think now to have recovered that very original, the existence 

of which has hitherto been denied, on apparently insufficient 

grounds. 

In the Chronicle of Jerahmeel, who lived somewhat about the 

10th century, if not earlier, I have found an Aramaic text which is 

interesting from more than one point of view. The compiler of the 

Chronicle gives first a Hebrew translation of all those chapters in 

Daniel that are in Aramaic. Then follows a long rhymed introduc¬ 

tion, after which the author says: “ Now I am copying the missing 

praises and songs which praised and sang the three young men, 

which Theodosius found, and are not in the 24 (canonical) books. 

And this is the text (chapter) which Theodosius the wise man, who 

translated (the Bible) in the days of Commodus, the king of the 

Romans, introduced (arranged) in his Corpus (Canon)* It is not 

found in the book of the Hebrews but in that of the Seventy 

wise men, who translated the book of the Law together with Elazar 

the high priest, who was killed in the days of Antiochus (his 

bones may be ground to dust), who translated the whole Law in the 

days of Ptolomajus, king of Egypt; and the two men whose names 

were Symmachus and Akilas, who translated in the days of king 

Adrian, were translators (thereof) also. And Akilas is Onkelos.” 

“ And this is the text of that which is not written in the Corpus 

(Canon) of the Hebrews and was found by Theodosius.” 

So far this remarkable introduction, which I have tried to render 

in a more intelligible form. The language is greatly involved and 

the meaning is not perfectly clear. But one point cannot be mis¬ 

taken, viz., that the compiler wanted to convey the meaning that the 

text which he incorporated into his Chronicle was the one found or 

discovered by Theodosius. In order to understand fully the whole 

bearing of these few words, one must first settle the question as to 

who this great man Theodosius was, of whom Jerahmeel speaks 

with such a respect. I say that this Todos or Theodosius, as I 

* I draw special attention to the word V1D used here, as this seems to be the 

exact equivalent of *dvo»', and furnishes the best explanation of this term. I am 

preparing a special study on this term. 
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have translated this name, is no one else than Theodotion. It will 

at once be apparent why it is said that he found it. Bearing in mind 

the character of his work as a translator, that it consisted chiefly in 

adjusting the Greek text so as to reproduce the meaning of the 

Hebrew original more accurately, one can easily understand his 

anxiety to get hold also of the Hebrew or Aramaic originals of 

those portions which were not included in the Hebrew canon, but 

were to be found in the Greek of the LXX. Therefore it is said 

that he “ found ” this text, />., he discovered the old original. A 

comparison between this Aramaic text and the Greek of Theodotion 

will soon convince us whether my conjecture is correct or not. 

Before proceeding to this exegetical part, we have still to examine 

that introduction, which may yield some unexpected results. First 

again the name Todos and Theodosius. If this be identical with 

Theodotion, as I suggest, then this short notice will throw a flood 

of light on the history and biography of this otherwise very little 

known translator of the Bible. Hitherto all that was known is due 

to the short and not very clear notices of Irenteus, Hieronymus and 

Epiphanius, whose credibility has been doubted.* The only thing 

certain was that he must have lived before Irenams (d. 202), /.<?., 

before the close of the second century. He may also have been a 

Jewish proselyte. Hieronymus makes him out to have been an 

Ebionite or scmi-christianus. According to Epiphanius (Irenteus) 

he came from Ephesus, was originally a Marcionite, embraced 

afterwards Judaism, studied Hebrew, and made his translation in 

the time of the emperor Commodus. That is almost all that is 

known hitherto about this man. There is nothing improbable in 

the idea that Theodotion may have been a proselyte. Most if not 

all the Greek translations owe their origin to proselytes: such were 

Akilas and Symmachus. They felt more keenly the inadequacy of 

the existing translations, and strove after another which should 

render the Hebrew original in the most faithful manner, in order to 

have, if it were possible, the Hebrew original in a Greek garb. To 

the Jews the Greek was almost a matter of indifference; not so to 

those to whom Greek was their natural language, and who had to 

acquire the knowledge of Hebrew afterwards in life by hard work. 

Only such a motive will explain the number of Greek translations. 

The same may have been the primary motive for Theodotion to 

• Vide dv Wettc, l.e.. p. 101. 
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improve the older and not sufficiently literal translation of the 

LXX* * * § 

From the comparative obscurity and uncertainty as to the date 

and personality of Theodotion in which we are left by the writers of 

the Church, he is lifted out by this attempted identification of Theo¬ 

dotion or Theodot (so in some MSS.) with Todos, the popular and 

shorter form of the same name. 

Todos is a man well known in Talmudic literature. He is men¬ 

tioned in both the Talmuds at least five or six times, and always as a 

rich man and in high position. He is a munificent supporter of the 

wise men, and assists them materially.! “ He used to give to the 

people of Rome the passah-lamb prepared in a peculiar manner, in 

the same way almost as it used to be prepared in Jerusalem, so that it 

looked like the sacrificial lamb. The sages sent word to him saying : 

‘if thou wert not Todos, we would have excommunicated thee.’” + 

In all these passages it is R. Jose, (second half of the second 

century) who mentions this fact. In one place only the name of the 

rabbi who sent that threat is given as that of R. Simeon b. Shctali, 

of the time of Jannai the Makkabaean king ;§ but this name has 

crept in from the other incident mentioned a few lines higher on the 

same page, and is undoubtedly a mistake of the writer or printer. 

The parallel passage in the Jesusalem Talmud (Mocd kaian) proves 

it also to be a mistake. From this passage two things arc evi¬ 

dent: (1) that Todos wished to observe the commandment of the 

passah-lamb in the strictest possible manner, so strictly in fact that he 

almost brought down upon himself the censure and possibly the 

anathema of the authorities. If anything, this is the characteristic 

of the proselyte, who is more strict in the observance of the law than 

the man born in it. In his anxiety to do what he considered to be 

* Theodotion, or, as he is called in the same MSS., Tluodot, stands probably 

for the Hebrew Jonathan. It is rather a peculiar coincidence that the Aramaic 

translation of the Prophets is ascribed to a Jonathan, who is identified in the 

Talmud with Jonathan, son of Uzicl, pupil of Hillel. In a similar manner we 

have the Aramaic translation of the Pentateuch ascribed to Onkelos, the counter¬ 

part of Akilas. I do not intend laying any stress on this peculiar coincidence, 

beyond pointing out the parallelism in the names of the Greek and Aramaic 

translators of the Bible. Nor do I wish it to be understood that I identify 

Jonathan the Targumist with Theodotion. 

t Tr. Pcsahim, fol. 531*, jer. Moed katan, III, § 1 /, 81 d. 
t L.c.y v. Tr. Betzah, fol. 23*7. 

§ Tr. Berachoth, fol. 19a. 
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a divine commandment, he almost went beyond the Law; and (2) 

that the rabbis must have had a very strong reason to wink at his zeal, 

and deal leniently with his transgression. The reason thereof is not 

given in the Talmud; it is said only that he was a munificent supporter 

of the rabbis. This would not have weighed very much with them; 

we are therefore bound to look in another direction for this leniency. 

If Thcodotion was a proselyte, this would explain admirably why 

he was allowed to go out scot free. He did not know that it was not 

permitted to offer the passah-lamb outside Jerusalem. It was an 

error of judgment committed from the purest of motives, hence his 

immunity. If besides we take into consideration that by the new 

translation of the Bible he may have rendered a signal service to the 

community, we easily understand why he has been treated with such 

regard.* He is not to be confounded with Theodoros the doctor 

who is a contemporary of R. Akiba;t this seems to have been a 

man from Alexandria. I make this remark because Levy in his 

Talmudic dictionary brings both under the same name Todos, and 

translates this latter as Theodoros, which is not correct. 

There is one more reference to Todos in the old Hebrew litera¬ 

ture which leads us straight to the question from which we started 

in our investigation, viz., the relation between this Todos and the 

additions to the canonical book of Daniel. 

In the name of Todos we find in the late Midrash to the Psalms* 

a peculiar Aggadic interpretation of the martyrdom of the Three 

Children. “According to Todos the three children compared them¬ 

selves with the frogs which, according to the word of Scripture, 

entered also the furnaces of the Egyptians at the bidding of God, 

(Exod. vii, 2S), but they were not hurt, as God protected them : the 

more reason for them to hope, who had also the merits of their 

forefathers to assist them, and had moreover the duty to sanctify 

the Name of God, and to suffer martyrdom for His sake.” 

This line of argument harmonises very well with the character of 

Theodotion as we have tried to sketch it; he was a zealous and 

devout proselyte. That he should have just chosen the three 

children for the exponents of his views, corroborates the idea that 

* Cf also Jcr. Bclza, II, §7, f. 61 c; Tosefiah Betza, II, § 15, p. 204, 

ed. Zuckermandcl. 

t Tr. Bcrachoth, fol. 2$£, and Toscftah Oholoth, IV, § 2, p. 600, ed. 

Zuckermandcl. 

X Ps. xxviii, v. 2, p. 220, cd. Bul>or. 
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he must have occupied himself more specially with these incidents 

recorded in the book of Daniel. There is in the whole of Hebrew 

literature, as far as I am aware of, no other reference to a biblical 

passage recorded in his name. 

If we return now to the starting point of this inquiry, we shall 

find that Jerahmeel has preserved also the date when Theodotion 

lived. He places him under Commodus, and is thus in perfect 

agreement with the tradition of Epiphanius, who places him exactly 

under the same reign. Nor is this date contradicted by the quota¬ 

tions and references in the Talmudic literature. According to all 

these independent witnesses, Theodotion flourished during the 

second half of the second century after the common era. 

The remaining portion of Jerahmeel’s introduction is no less 

interesting. We have there so faint an echo of Aristeas’ famous 

letter that it is scarcely recognisable. According to Jerahmeel, the 

Greek translation of the LXX dates from the first half of the second 

century before Christ, as he lets the High Priest Eleazar, who takes 

part in it, die in the days of Antiochus Epiphanes (circa. 170 b.c.). 

This may mean to signify the latest date when all the books of the 

Bible were translated, as Jes. Sirach (130 b.c.) alludes to thee exist¬ 

ence of that translation, whether in whole or parts is not perfectly 

clear. The time of Antiochus may be the terminus ad quern. 
As far as Akilas and Symmachus are concerned, the date assigned 

to them by Jerahmeel—the time of Hadrian—seems to be per¬ 

fectly correct, although some would like to place Symmachus after 

Theodotion. 

From the preliminary matter we pass now to the text itself. We 

first study the language in which it is written. It is a remarkable 

fact that it is more like unto the Aramaic of the Book of Daniel 

than to that of the Targumim. The only difficulty w’e have to 

contend with in this connection is that we have only one copy, no 

other MS. being known to exist; the writing of this MS. is also not 

perfectly clear throughout. But in spite of these drawbacks the 

character of the text stands out clear enough, and we find in it all 

the peculiarities of the Biblical Aramaic.* On the other hand, it 

is very remote from the Syriac form of the fragment of the legend 

of the Dragon mentioned above. The lexicon is somewhat richer, 

as new words are to be found which do not occur in the Biblical 

Cf. Driver, ** Introduction to the Old Testament,” 3rd ed., pp. 471-475- 
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texts, and these have the same archaic ring about them as the rest. 

Judging, therefore, only from the language, we would be justified in 

assigning a high antiquity to this Aramaic .version of the Song of 

the Three Children, and of the legend of the Dragon, for both 

these have been preserved to us in the compilation of Jerahmeel. 

If we proceed now to the comparison between the Aramaic text 

and the version of Theodotion, such as we can reconstruct it after 

the numberless interpolations, omissions and alterations it has been 

subjected to, we shall find an absolute identity extending to the most 

minute details. All those points brought out by Fritzsche in his 

exhaustive study of the Song of the Three Children—to commence 

with this—find their ample justification in our Aramaic text. All 

the changes introduced by Theodotion correspond with the Aramaic 

text; all those passages proved to be later interpolations are missing 

from the Aramaic ; the inversion of order to be observed, especially 

in the actual song in the Greek of Theodotion, has its counterpar 

in our Aramaic, and many a hazarded suggestion advanced by one 

or the other commentator—who sought to find in an Aramaic 

original the source and reason of misunderstandings—will be cor¬ 

roborated by our text. The confusion in the order of things 

enumerated in verses 28-50, varying in various MSS. and translations, 

disappears completely when compared with the order in the Aramaic 

text. Here we have, first God, then the heavenly bodies, then 

follow all the phenomena of the air, such as rain, dew, snow, 

frost, clouds, and so on ; then land, sea and birds; lastly man. 

The minute commentary, which follows later on, is intended to 

bring out all these points. From such a minute study it will 

become evident beyond doubt or cavil, that we have in this 

Aramaic text the long-sought for, often denied, and now proved 

Semitic original of Theodotion’s translation. I publish it (in Part 

II) exactly after the original MS., adding my corrections in brackets, 

and I subjoin to it an English translation, the differences between 

this and the current one* are as much marked as they are when 

comparing the Aramaic text with the Greek texts of Theodotion 

and the LXX. In the commentary I will point out the more 

important passages which seem to be conclusive. 

I pass now to the other portion containing the legend of the 

Dragon. As has already been remarked, this legend was found long 

• Published by the Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge : London, 1SS1. 

28 S 
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ago in an ancient Midrash, but this differs so much from the Greek 

versions that it could not be the probable original of these latter. 

Not so, however, is the case with Jerahmeel’s text, which follows 

immediately upon the Song. This corresponds exactly to the true 

text of Theodotion, and this absolute identity helps us to restore 

that very text, which as appears now, has been a little curtailed and 

made to fit better with that of the LXX. Here and there a few 

words are omitted in the Greek, and in one verse a very important 

detail is not to be found in the latter, which however must have 

been in the original, as we find it also in the parallel in Josippon. 

Both these texts contain a more detailed description of the in¬ 

gredients which Daniel put into the lump of food for the dragon. 

Pitch, fat and hair alone would not kill a dragon such as that 

worshipped by the Babylonians, accustomed as it must have been 

according to legend to devour whole animals. In both texts Daniel 

used these merely as blinds, as “ he rolled them round iron hatchets 

and made one big lump of it, which he threw into the mouth of the 

dragon. When the dragon had swallowed it, the fat and pitch 

melted away in the stomach, and the sharp points of the iron 

hatchets caused the dragon to linger and die.” It is not likely that 

this should be a later interpolation, as we find it in two independent 

texts, also in the Mid rash Rabba on Genesis lxviii, f. 77 c, d (ed. 

Fcft) ad Genes, xxviii, 12. I cannot find a satisfactory reason for 

the omission, unless in the desire of reducing the divinity of that 

dragon to a still smaller scale. The LXX have felt the incongruity 

between the things used by Daniel in the making up of that lump, 

and have added therefore that “ the weight of the pitch used was very 

great, no less than 30 manehs,” the cause of death was thus this 

great quantity. 

With the assistance of the Aramaic version we shall get rid also 

of the remarkable bowl with bread, which reminds one of the Bud¬ 

dhist monks with their begging bowl. In the Aramaic, the prophet 

puts his bread in his sac, which he carries probably on his back, as 

he perforce must keep in his hands the pottage sod by him for the 

reapers. One can easily increase the number of such instances 

where our text gives a proper meaning, and shows its incontestable 

superiority over all the other versions, the Greek included. The 

language is the same as that of the other piece, the same gram¬ 

matical forms and the same general character, distinct from Syriac 

and not absolutely identical with the Targumim. 
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In order to obviate a possible objection, viz., that Jerahmeel may 
have got hold of another version of Josippon and have transferred 

these two texts from it into his Chronicle, especially as the copyist 
added here a note, included by me in brackets, to the effect that 
“from here on Jerahmeel copied from Todos and the Jewish 

Josippon,” it is necessary to point out that these very texts are 
to be found also in his extracts from Josippon, totally different 
from the Aramaic text, and corresponding entirely with the printed 
editions of that book. This alone suffices to prove the accuracy 
and faithfulness of Jerahmeel, who repeated the same texts twice, 
copying them from two different sources. It gives further credibility 
to the authorship of these Aramaic portions in his Chronicle, a 

credibility which they fully deserve, as it is borne out by the com¬ 
parison between them and the Greek translation of Theodotion. 

II.—Text. 

’iVV'n n*c?N . D'wni mmnn pnon proN nnjn 

: ancD naa ira'c? omn tmiran rvd?'& ini©i 

nr© "h cron naa omn m-roc Tion Nin pi 

nancra nV sm «aVn omopn mrra 

nid’d nr© n N^ao n^ya1© p pnV’N ’Nnain *r®Da 

vrwavo Vnapn’Nn Nan N:na ntyV« ay wnmNn 

vivavn NmmN Sc vine n pmy DiaviMNn 

n pn pV’N N’-aia '’Nnacn «aVn 

to Vo DimnNn vnova nr® n oV’pin oiao'D pnnno\y 

nitd p*n : DiVpnN «in dV'PN'i p nn 

: «nao?« Drnn nm ■’Nna'yn NnTDa Nnnna nV n 

ponaoa pnaiyo Nrrrp1 nt>: pntoaV pn'nVn "taw ■ 
: no«a nnyra nnci pna ■'Vn hnVsV mw cpi it* 

nnai nao?o moo? «nn N:nna«n nhVn nan ~p-u 2 

Van n:V nnayn no Vaa nN oVvt>p Nnn : 'naVyV 3 
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: pnvro fm bai pair fnrmwi ptry>p firy 

4 Syi w&y nnvvN n ba by Nmiv tovypi pi ’i« 

pmyp pn wn Nannaub 'i wnttrnp dW «mp 

5 Nnywi wun wan : sem b'la wby nnw'N 

6 «aVop abi w>b wvrpD -h wnpo baa «:mn .fra 

7 'i biai :wb rawn b^ia layiabi iirab pnm 

s wiido ^ :avypi pi may fD’wpi “pnp’s array ab 

psrai |Wi pabai wai pttna paaoi wa wm 

9 aaaiD nnsiab wb'a' pa mb ]yai :anyia baa 

10 n pa lyaai : fa pan 'i fiay vn wriDTib nm 

nVi auripi aai fatr b'ia pmbnb aam loan ab 

,, Dniaabna aarofmalo'nyn abi :fmvprw natrn 
12 pnb maw 'i sfttmp baiam fiay pron fa'm 

: aa1 rpa byi abnai aiao? 'aaiaa pmaa m nasoab 

13 a:ma praoai a'aay ba p v (i. miyt) anty ]aa lyi 

14 rvb pin amyai : a:am b'ia pi wav anyia baa 

poam piby aVi p:rDi anrinc abi war ai ab \b 
anaiyab faip pb'a ba namab ina mbi ann:ai 

•5 bapn: wan nrrm naas awwa pnb'a : pam 

16 pia :pD'toD pia'a pabaai pmm pia'i poam pibya 

ab nv faip p aiyib pi wav a^'i anan am 

17 a^a'b ban a:a pya }ym : fb pmna m ba pabam 

18 Nan"' D'bann ab 'i faip p yanr : fm bmab 

19 rrvu? ; fmaio rom fnoonia arry mayn pnb'a 

a^iayb piayi bnb abamm " focb Nip' am a:m 
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pnopinm pnrrvoa ban pabana pm imya fb^a 

: NnyaN ban u-'b^y “pnnba n« 'an pym . pann pm 

s'nbnb m n vnswan «abaa paay aa'Di ]ya 

.pb'ba rnyi rmyn Nnam NyiriNa paan 

pyaat* ora tons' vib'ya nn mainbty nsjo«b 

oy pnm *rpiw wrainbun sa-o pan :pa« yumi 

Kashai : ton« aaaa ’NTyaa pap vin n }s'n bn 

«"n: patMrw tonsa vnaam rruv ay mro wi 

sbi sbto Nasaa n Nrrna tons laa iayt : tontn 

phn* pa : ayma Tjynm* sbi 112 ba pna a’np 

■02 « m ■o'nm rnm vckp sin smca pmnbn 

snn sinnasi snbs ■" “pa : nasi Nmy 

s'aa *jaw' sm -paai : s^nby 'abyb amam naiya 

"["a : saby ba by aora naiyai Nttmpi siyi 

: paby ba by ijmnm naniym fnemp sba^na ns 

abyb cannm ramm fmabn ap-> soaiaa ns "paa 

snawi spavin snypnensi ns -paa : S’aby 1nbyb,i 

ns ~paa :paby baa mnai natyn wi pana by 

ba wo : pabya nar>(iy)ni bbnnm wav ypaa 

. sabya w vnaam nmnaiy pnbs •» S'laiy 

: sabya imaaiai imbbn pnbs « s^absa la^aa 

-lmaawi imbbn pnbs maw 'nb'ya n two la'nn 

vnaam imbbn pnbs "i mbvt ba la'aa : sabya 

vnaam tmbbn pnbs s^aw ■oaia maa s sabya 
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39 lniDDin imbbn nSdi Niara lana : wabya 

4° irriDDin lmnam? pnba "i iwm *73 lana : ND*7ya 

4' NDiam nip lana pn*7N xaim?i ' Nty« ism : ND*?ya 

42pHi7N NIDI tT-nyi 131a : 'xhyi 'Dill 'iSSl pH^N 

4333V-Q ; 'rhyy ‘torn 'ibbn pn^N Niapi nip lana 

'in Sn pn*7N pa'i p'lV*1? '■'■a pnVs pnnyi pump 

44 Nnmayi xbip n-q yn*?« miwti Niinn lana : Sya 

45pn*7N anyiN 'la : 'D^ya 'in 'ibbn pn^N 

46 ba'la :'dbya 'nvn 'ibbn pnV« «nnn mio i:n 

'Din 'ibbn pn*7N wyiaD lana pn*7N njhn mms 

47 n *731 ndi: 'ni pn^N N-nnn n^d-1 lana : 'rhvi 

4811D12 ba'm : 'D^ya 'mil 'iSSn pn*7N maa m?Tii 

'lbbn pn*7N xnyai «nvn Sa lana pn*7« mam? 

49 'ny -pia pn*7« niya^N Da *73 'na : 'oSya 'Din 

50 'lbbn pnba "i NDna 'in : 'oVya 'Din 'ibbn pn^N 

51 lana pnba wyns laiym pmi 11a : tobya 'Din 

52 naan lana : 'obya 'in 'iSSn pn^H nab myi pmmp 

unarm? mi tmabya 'iddiu 'ibbn pn*7N hamai niw 

|in« pa unarm? «m nhidi ntd Nam pnsi *7iMm?D 

53 pnn : Nam Smr pain*?m?i p^i ii:di «nnp>> sun 

'-\rh lanai hwis N^mbyS «m aa in •« Dip 

ria iy : wabya iniDDin inibbn pn*7« Nin ND^y 

]N3D] : Nn'mT is'ba wnavia n . NnVbi ndid 

t: t7Nim?'ia pnom DiiinD *7«bhn pniyn “jW' 

1 KSSTIN. probably KnU»«- 
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m*7 pn*7D nm nodi 21 pin Ninn NinN2 uni ' 
*712^1 n*7 p2 nh *7N\n*7 N2*7D ioni : *722 *02 *72 * 

po b'2 pii Nin N^n nh*7N m*7 piNm io^ 

«n*7N vi aip p ioni n2*?o*7 *7Nm 2,|07Ni : vnoTp 3 

dni :iWm N21 N"n nh*7N sm ^so nin nnn2Ni 4 

pin Nn:n m bapix «mn b 2mnn N2*70 nN 

non p?2 nh *7^11*7 N2*70 ioni : Nm:m N2in n*72 5 

*7noi *7*ni : *jmm *72 m*7 naj;^ snitin *7*7 o’m 6 

pnm *7i*7:m piy©i ;mn smiwi Nnrt m*7 o^dii 

pi *72 JT> *71*731 N*71121 NjTnDD m*7 1211 in *7i!73*7 

in mm : Niom 'oiki vron npido*7 nno nno 7 

Nnsn xn':i:x' 1*2*21 mm32 rm:i soon mm 37*72 

ioni mm NjTnoo miro Nn:n ^nm Np-noo n*7\i,o 

mm : vn?2ip pn*7D pnnm p2n*7N p>2 nh *7Nm s 

Nin*7 pn*7 tppm Nion mo sm *722 02 i>>oo? 12 

NiniN p>2 nh io^ iioni N2*70 nip 1*7371 W32i 

N^nn *72 «m pN*nm pi23 p Nin2 sin ns'i py*p 

: Nmun m*72,n ay *72 in2i Nn*7op Nion m ?)Ni 

*jm t7itop*>2 «:t>2 *7N\n m idovi n*7 dn jj72i 9 

U'2i Nin*7 pn*7 >*ppn Nm N2*ro N?m : *jm2210 

U2 *7Nii m iNno?i : *?noi m pn*7 idoi m*7opo*7 u 

mn ni’2 *>in : par n>>207 pn mm NmniNi nto u 
*72 m*7 pnm nm pniN N^no? mn *>1 Ninn NinNn 

n*7 Non Ninm p?N pirn piri’N ma pin Non 

pipnn mm :*7NOi m ]b^ n *7'>i2 pn*7 *QVPmN 13 

*72''D*7 N*7v2?2n *70720 mm '10?',1 NJ71N2 N"2: 
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tmnanS woS Smi mpwn Non1? nttn tmnanS 

14 Sn nmnS ppanS new ^ *onSd am : ttSpna 

«mp Saaa xnWr pn vb'Win m pa v^w 

is ppan ^yi sm Nim SwanS mS 2m 

WNna «mp Saa mn nS «n NaaSeS new 

16 wi NaaSa i'd^i : mym nS «nmK [1. aul >-p fp 

aSara ay mm wi munm xmnan mSan mSnpa 

17 an na mm : Sana *n wmi'iN ana ms by mma *n 

arma jya Sna new Sm:nS ppan «npi mnnS mmn 

18 " new Swan 'bn naan : fn^N -jV nny? n pn 

:fS yDTm Sa «npa© «S "h w man nwt ptS« 

19 mnnaS ppan m a^nw "n Na«Sm Saw Sw:n api 

20 Stw aaSn Dpi n«yaiy «nv>a mm : «nn Nnywi 

aw Swn m m Swn m nmnS «mvn« ainS 

21 mnS« v> new waai an Spa «aSa Nnpi : Naira 

22 SwnS Npo«S NaSa npsi : Nnpn sin nan Sw.nn 

Swm mmp iSaw *n -j''nnna pai NmvnN aia p 

lSaw NmvnN am pnm vam pn varnaS «aSa n»N 

: ynsa pm 

III.—Commentary. 

I pass now to the detailed and minute comparison between the 
Aramaic text published here for the first time, and the two Greek 
translations, the LXX and Theodotion. This comparison will show 
how far the contention is justified by facts that the Aramaic text is 
the very original of those translations, especially of Theodotion’s, 
and is not a translation from any of the Greek texts, or any other 
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text in existence. I have used O. F. Fritzsche’s edition,* which so 
far seems to be the best available. 

At the same time I will offer some emendations of the Aramaic 
text, and some observations on the state of its preservation. 

A. The Song. 

V. i. Is almost identical with Theodotion, and just as short; 

differing from LXX. Instead of 0\<>7ov we have however pnN 

NrTPp NTO > “ The furnace of burning fire,” corresponding to the 
second half of the LXX, t«p -vp\ v7ro<aiofdv^ r/y? Kayivov. Azarias 
is the only one who prays, not all as in the LXX. 

V. 2. -fv-Q corresponds exactly to cvXoytjToi; settles 

the reading alvcrov, and refers to the name of God. The verb is 
in the third instead of the second person, in conformity with the 

old Hebrew forms of praise, pN 'PT "pro Ps. lxxxix, 

53, and more especially Ezra vii, 27, with which the first half of 
v. 2 is identical. 

V. 3. For the first aX^Oiva stands here ttWp, whilst for the 

second, which in some MSS. alternates with aX/jOcta, we have 
the word pS'^PPD, identical with Syr. P. This is a proof for the 

original character of the Aramaic, where two distinct words are used 
instead of one and the same, as is the case in the Greek. We 
shall find later on similar examples of copiousness of language 
in Aramaic for various shades of identical notions, which are 
rendered however by one and the same Greek word. The two 
words and are used together (Daniel ii, 45), and 

PV2N is the form used in the morning prayer of the Jewish 
Liturgy, which dates from the times of the second Temple. 

V. 4. Our text has the singular, "true judgment,” 

corresponding to v. 7, cV aXijOnn/ Kploet, where the same words 

occur. 

nnw», twice so in the MS., must be altered into NPIVP^N. 
the scriptio plenat which we find in most cases of 2 s. in our text. 
It corresponds to Theodotion iiri]*faycv in both instances in this 

verse. 

• Libri Apocryphi Veteris Testamenti Gracce, Lipsiac, 1871. 
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<tov of the LXX is omitted by Theodotion and in our text. Jti 

kV a\rjOcia teal Kpioei is not a very happy juxtaposition, it is contrary 
to the constant combination of 'truth' with ‘judgment.’ In our 
text we have the correct form in true judgment, or judgment oj 

truth, once before in the same verse, and in v. 7. Cf. also Nehem. 

ix, 33- 

V. 5. tV Truffi of the LXX, neither Theodotion nor our text. 
aTroffTf/vai is as near a translation as can be found of 
the Aphel-form of to depart, to remove oneself from. It 
stands in the finite form, and is parallel with the two preceding verbs 

and the following N-tOc/T ; so also Syriac, ed. Lagarde. 

V. 6. The Greek translator has read ^33, as it is in the Syriac 

(ed. Lagarde) instead of S-tt, hence the peculiar cV Tram, which gives 
no satisfactory meaning. It ought to read eV 7ram crroXaiv, 

according to the Aramaic text. The whole text of the two verses 
(7 and S) does not seem to have been well preserved in Greek. 
V. 7 looks like an unnecessary repetition of v. 4. In the Aramaic 

we have in v. 8 the justification for the true punishments, and the 
way how they have been carried out. The LXX reading of v. 7 
seems to be the more accurate. 

V. 8. ixOitrrtov airocrarujv is omitted in the Aramaic text, which 
does not know of apostates, and which has, wicked and had kings, 

pluralis, instead of the singular of the Greek, which may have 

been interpolated into the Greek by a copyist who thought probably 
of Antiochus, “the wicked king.” The difficulty felt of old about the 
“apostates” is thus solved, and the speculation about the wicked 
king falls to the ground. (Cf Fritzsche, l.c., p. 125.) 

V. 9. The wording of the Aramaic favours Theodotion’s Greek 
form *7em'jOii against the senseless C^cvijOtifiei*; the construction is 
however somewhat different in both versions. The Aramaic text 
agrees with Daniel ix, 16; cf. Joel ii, 17; the Greek translator 

must have thought of Isaiah xxx, 5, as he has niagKai oveicov 
as in Isaiah, instead of only alaghvi] as in the Aramaic text. 

V. 10. The Aramaic text has, “thygreat and holy" added to 
“ name,” which is missing in Theodotion and LXX. ~[nYlT,ntD 
corresponds to Hebrew “Thy law, covenant.” 

wrongly translated binaKccnnrj^. The idea of God forgetting the 
Covenant is taken from Deut. iv, 31. 

V. 11. Abraham, “thy beloved,” rj^avtjficvo^ is not a very correct 
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translation of^joVH, which ought to be rendered by, (pi\oi o-o^the 

usual title of Abraham. (Cf Isaiah xli, 8.) The Semitic original for 
this translation has been suggested also by De Wette (<Lc., p. 509); 

Syriac has also TOTH. 

V. 13. Instead of the word NTtTy, which does not exist in 
Aramaic, we ought to read “we have been diminished,” 
“ we have become less,” £opiKpivQqpzv. 

on is impossible, it must be K-al vvv, JfcO "Ufl, “and now.” 

cV/<ci' 7a-civo\ is the inexact rendering of N2PCN 

“ miserable,” “ poor,” and helps us to recognize the Semitic original. 
V. 14. In the Aramaic is no trace of a king, as Fritzsche and 

others suggest. 2“^ = opxwi/> Is the “ leader ” of the people ; 
«nrinD (copied from Daniel iii, 2, 3) are the “governors” 

and “ deputies.” In the Greek the last word is missing; the Syriac 
has, like our text, four offices, but in a different order: head and 
governor; prophet and leader. 

“ Incense” missing in Aramaic. 
V. 15. Is based upon and modelled after Ps. li, 19. Fritzsche 

is perfectly right in omitting the interpunction before civ, which 
belongs to the preceding. The division of the verses is undoubtedly 
wrong in the Greek text, as is evidenced by the Aramaic. Here 

v. 16 commences with JVD, ourivs. 

V. 16. Is hopelessly corrupt in the Greek, as pointed out by 
Fritzsche; «cac imcXceai o-ioOlv aou is omitted by the Syriac. It may 
have been a marginal variant which has crept into the text. The 

Vulgata alone has preserved the old true reading, “ ut placeat tibi,” 

corresponding to N'OnS- Ethiopic has: “and let it (our sacrifice) 
be perfect with thee.” 

co-at, Theodotion for c<rnv, LXX, is justified by the Itpael form 

V. 17. “ we pray,” “ we are desirous,” has been evidently 

misunderstood by the translator as meaning * quterere ’ (cf. Dan. ii, 
13, 20), hence, “we follow thee” or, “seek after thee;” but in the 
Greek, the first kA is to be omitted, and the tense of the verb 
changed to the Infinitive. ZrjToupcv 7v irpoauirov 000 is likewise not 
a correct translation of the Aramaic *jjyip JO iDTOI, which 

means, “ and we beseech thee.” "[EHp JO has been taken to have 

the meaning of Hebrew anc* was translated accordingly. 
The verse does not finish here as now in the Greek, but is continued 
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further, being connected with the following through *H. “ that thou 

puttest us not to shame,” which gives an excellent reading. 

In the same way is v. 18 to be connected with v. 19, Kal being 

left out and cgc\ou it pa* connected with <rot>. Instead of V)D2> one 
could read also VID2- Kara rd Oavpdaid is identical with Jercm. 

xxi, 2, Vmb&D2> but whether it stood in the original is doubtful. 
In the Aramaic it is missing ; it may have dropped out. 

v. 21. -pnrfa , which means “ alone,” has been incorrectly 

translated Geos /«oVo?, as if it stood “in Sn, and the whole sentence 
has got a dogmatic meaning alien to the Aramaic text. But no 
stress is laid on the Oneness of God, only on His omnipotence, just 
as in 1 Chron. xxix, 12, viz., that God is “ the ruler over the whole 

world ”; cVcofoy for rather freely. 

V. 22 agrees more with Theodotion. ov dteXivov has no counter¬ 

part in the Aramaic, unless it is added by Theodotion to make the 
statement more emphatic, or has been taken as a participle 

and constructed with ns meaning, “ and they commenced, or 
continued, to do.” I am the more inclined to believe in such a 
misunderstanding, as the latter word is not translated at all. The 

vTTTjpcTai are the the word seems to have 
followed it, instead of preceding it as in the Aramaic. Theodotion 

must have read tobttt VTOyniy p2JT Il'D: etc. 

occurs for a second time in the following Dragon legend, v. 6, where 

we have the verb VtapT to roll. I translate it therefore, “ and 

they made balls of naphtha, pitch, and tow.” Theodotion took it to 

be the plural of or tfbx hence KXrj/untoa, (cf Levy, Targum- 

Worterbuch, I, p. 139, s.v. N*70)- 

V. 23. Commences then naturally with <;to increase.” 

If we had hereNpDb$S> which means, “to light, to incense,” and also 
“to ascend,” then Theodotion must have mistaken the meaning and 

translated, “to ascend,” “to stream out.” In consequence thereof 

Theodotion omits bTYD in v. 24, as an unnecessary 
repetition. The Aramaic text, however, is quite correct, as in v. 23 
the intention of increasing the fire and flame is mentioned, and in 
v. 24 quite a new thing happened, those very flames “ streamed out 
and burned them” (/.*., servants of the king), “and all those Chal- 
daeans that stood about the furnace.” In the Greek pnrv is 
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omitted, undoubtedly by mistake, the “ servants ” were probably 

understood to be included among “ the Chaldaeans.” 

V. 25. The Aramaic J'OETW, which means, “and it cooled 

down,” is rendered by the senseless, “to smite out, to throw 

out”the fire from the oven. A misunderstanding of the original 

Semitic word, which becomes still more evident in the curious trans¬ 

lation of v. 26, ''l NITTO, which means, as a wind 

that blows (and causes) the dew (to descend). This is very much alike 

to the formula inserted in the Eighteen blessings of the Morning 

prayer, dating from the time of the second Temple, where it alternates 

with the other formula, “Thou makest the wind to blow and causest 

the rain to descend.” Both are based upon Ps. cxlvii, iS, “He 

causeth his wind to blow and waters flow.” (Cf. Treatise Taanith, 

fol. 2a, first Mishna.) The Greek misunderstood and 

translated, emav/u^or, whistling. May be that he knew only the 

other Aramaic form as meaning to blow, and hence his mis¬ 

understanding of 2*^- 

This passage has also been pointed out by De Wette as proving 

a Semitic original; v. 27 will therefore have to be translated, “and 

he made in the midst of the furnace like unto a wind that blew 

down dew,” etc. The Syriac has, “ the angel of dew went down.” 

Thcodotion, to v«0o';w = ^n. TrapijvwxKijoev is rather inappro¬ 

priate after i\vTnjacv (cf Daniel iii, 27), and is probably due to a 

misunderstanding of 3>>T*E, a word, by the way, that does not 

occur in biblical Aramaic. 

V. 27. Nrny1 is omitted in the Greek; the Syriac has N21HN 

N'VCT • 

Vv. 2S-65 of the Greek finish regularly with c<v tov* atwrav, or 

civ 701/ a/dra, as if it stood in the original always 'Tzhyb, 

in scecula saeculorum, or This is not appropriate, how¬ 

ever, in all cases, and is due, in every probability, to a confusion of 

with the former meaning 11 in the world” or “all 

over the world” and “ not for ever.” In our Aramaic text we find 

indeed both forms used with the necessary discrimination between 

the two. God’s Name is to be praised for ever; His creatures 

cannot very well praise Him for ever, as they themselves are tran¬ 

sitory, but they can praise Him in this world and above everything. 

The former is therefore used more in w. 27-34, the latter in all 

the subsequent verses, where the creatures are appealed to to raise 
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their voices in praise of God. Syriac has throughout like 

the Greek. 

V. 28, absolutely identical with Theodotion, who has not Trai/Tav, 

as in v. 29, corresponding with the Aramaic ^ ; also only in v. 29. 

to ovofia t!}* cofy* is an incorrect translation of the Aramaic 

NTjTI (NIT), “ Thy great and glorious Name,” N2T is omitted 

by Theodotion. 

V. 30. In Aramaic there is nothing for the Greek ti/v cof>/v oovy 

which proved a stumbling block from very ancient times {cf. Fritzsche, 

lx., p. 128). May be that NTjTb from v. 29, or Tp\ v. 31, was 

added afterwards, in order to make the first half of the verse corre¬ 

spond with those two verses. It is thus a later interpolation. 

The Ithpaal forms of rniT£?r\ and Tp'Vm explain the 

Xe^/o/i: vrr^pvfivtjjo<i kiu v-cpcvcogo^ as the Greek translator felt 

forced to translate those emphatic forms here and in v. 32. For 

Tp*1 and its derivation, coga is always used. I add here a list of the 

translations of vv. 28-33, which will show the relation between the 

original and the Greek. 

POISED) V. 28, cuWtovj v. 29, vircpatvcrb?; v. 32, vircpvfxvTjrb9; 

ron^n, v. 30, virepvpvijTo*; v. 31, acYcTOv; V. 33, v/u^tov. 

(Theodotion read thus, in vv. 28, 31 and 33, and n2JT2?n, 

w. 29, 30, 32.) 

DDYTOi vv. 28 and 29, and QOVinn, v. 31, are all translated 

v7repu\jrovpa'o<:; Tp^nn> V. 30, v7rc/>cYeo£o?; TITD, V. 32, v~cpv- 

p.vovpcvov, and ^bnnn, v. 33, cccogaapcvo'i. 

The Aramaic is more varied in expressions and more original 

in its forms, whilst the Greek is forced, and clearly an imitation of 

the Aramaic. 

Vv. 31 and 32. Theodotion now reversed (cf. Fritzsche, l.c.) 

probably later alteration. V. 31. 8ofryv after Opovov in some codices 

of Theodotion is justified by HpV The expression is borrowed from 

WDSftTTn, Ps. cxlv, 12, “His glorious kingdom.” 

V. 32. NnypnVJbTT, “who hast lowered the abyss,” or “causest 

the depths (abyss) to sink down,” “ established them down 

below,” is mistranslated, eVi/JXcVwi'. Theodotion must have read 

the word differently, probably some form derived from rjpXI?: 

“to look,” NnDpVJNT? (cj. Deut. xxvi, 15; Ps. xiv, 2; Lament, 

iii, 50, etc.) The whole Song is modelled evidently after Ps. cxlviii. 
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The same order is followed in both, only the subjects are more 

numerous in the Song. 

V. 33. Like Theodotion, “of the heavens,” after 

oiopcivpx, 

V. 35 of the Greek, which is only a repetition of v. 33, is missing 

in the Aramaic (cf. Ps. cxlv, 4). 

V. 35 Aramaic = 36 Greek. 

V. 36 Aramaic = 37 Greek, Kal ravra, which is out of place, 

is omitted in the Aramaic, teal has been omitted also by Theo¬ 

dotion (v. Fritzsche, l.c.\ ef. Ps. cxlv, 4. 

V. 37- exactly the hwajiw of Theodotion = YibQV, 

Ps. cxlv, 2. 

V. 39 of the Greek is missing in the Aramaic. In Syriac B it 

is marked with an asterisk, as being a later interpolation (cf. 

Fritzsche, l.c., p. 129). 

V. 38 = Greek 40. plural, whilst Greek tov ovpavou. 

V. 39. (Greek 41.) :r«v, probably taken from the following verse, 

as it is here quite out of place. Omitted in the Aramaic. 

V. 40. (Greek 42.) Tvsvpa-rn, an inexact translation of NYTH, 

instead of the proper, uvcpoi. One proof more for the Semitic of 

being the original, and the Greek a translation (cf. De Wette, l.c.). 

V. 41-44. (44 Greek.) The MSS. of Theodotion’s version differ 

very much among themselves about the text and the order of these 

verses, which is far from being settled. Our Aramaic text is of 

extreme value for the reconstruction of the original text, and proves 

its absolute independence from the Greek. 

Each verse in the Aramaic stands for two of the Greek. I divide 

them into a and by the first and second half, for easier comparison, 

and I add also the numbers of LXX. 

V. 4itf = 43 Theodotion and 43 LXX, fre and heat. 41^, 

cold and warm, corresponds exactly with Theodotion 48, koi 

Karim, although he uses Kaupa also, v. 21, whilst the Aramaic has 

httJ’Cn in the second instance. The LXX has, v. 44 (ed. Fritzsche, 

p. 76), pt-fov kui '{'t'xov> and the same idea of ice and cold and snow 

and frost is repeated at least four times (vv. 44-47) without any 

apparent reason, unless it is due to inaccurate translation. Vv. 45 

and 47 of the LXX are omitted entirely by Theodotion, probably 

as unnecessary repetitions, and the position of the others is changed. 

V. 42a. must be read “ thunders and light¬ 

nings” (literally, “arrows”); cf. the first half of Theodotion and 
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LXX, 50, acipavai. The “thunder” is left out. 42A N12p must 

be read Ni*)p; the words nip and NT)p are taken from Ps. cxlvii, 

17, where they occur together, ice and cold’ Theodotion, v. 49, 

vd^vai Kal In the LXX we have the choice of vv. 46 or 47, 

46 being a more accurate translation of nip and N1*)p, ”07o? Kal 

V. 43<7. Vapours and clouds (Ps. cxlviii, 8), Theodotion 50, has 

only i'e0e\a<. whilst the LXX has, v. 45, cpdaot Kal vapcrol, which 

latter word could be a corruption from c. k. vc(pc\ai. The altera¬ 

tions into vKpcrol may have suggested itself through v. 50, where 

vcfplXat is, however, not in its proper place, at least according 

to the Aramaic text. 43/*, nights and days, Theodotion, 46; 

LXX, 48. 

V. 44a. Light and darkness, Theodotion, 47 ; LXX, 49. 44b, 

NilOTDil nSqV’ “blackness and gloom,” or,as I would prefer to 

translate, “dusk and dawn.” These two are omitted in both Greek 

translations. 

The text has now a more systematic and harmonious appearance: 

first heat and cold in the abstract, then thunder and lightning, then 

ice, frost and snow, then vapours and clouds, then day and night. 

All these are phenomena that happen in the air, the earth and its 

elements follow naturally upon it. 

V. 45a = Greek 51. Aramaic, the lands, plural; Theodotion, 

77. 45^ (Greek 52), mountains and hills. 

46a = Greek 53. 46^ has only these are “the fountains 

of the deep ” (cf. Genesis vii, n), and must therefore be mentioned 

before “ the seas and rivers.” The transposition in the Greek text 

is therefore not likely to be due to Theodotion, who moreover 

agrees with the Aramaic in omitting opfipo* (so the LXX), mentioned 

already before, in v. 41. Similarly we must alter OdXaaaa, v. 55, 

Greek, into OuXaaam = fcO’W of the Aramaic. 

Instead of NV)T)> Theodotion must have read hence 

kiittj instead of the simple fish. 

V. 48a. (Greek 57.) t« vciciva toD ovpavov is as literal a trans¬ 

lation of the Semitic as can be wished. Theodotion 

has 7rdv7a — Aramaic in 57 and 58, in the latter only before 

Orjpla, just as in the Aramaic. 

NnY’n means the wild, and the tame animals, and are 

faithfully rendered by Orjpta Kal ta K~n)vtj; cf Ps. cxlviii, 10, HYTH 

H?2rQ “ beasts and all cattle.” 
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V. 49. (Greek 59.) Theodotion, vloi 7tbt> uvOpwiriov, without oi = 

Aramaic '» is omitted in the Greek. 

V. 50. (Greek 61-62.) The second half of this verse seems to 

have dropped out in the Aramaic, as each verse has as a rule two 
distinct parallel subjects; and here only priests are mentioned. 

Theodotion has covXoi = after /c/»c?*, and Kvptov after 

each, just as in the Aramaic vrj. We must therefore complete the 

Aramaic verse accordingly. 

V. 51. (Greek) 63. |Tm = irvcvptna Kat y{ri/^xt 

ctKmW. The wording leaves it undecided whether it is a question 

of the living or the dead (ef Fritzsche, l.c., p. 130). The following 

half of the verse mentions however the living, -ra-ctvoi 

ctj Kapil a. The pcJ'Hp, otjioij must necessarily also be taken as 

living. (Cf Daniel vii, 21, 22, 27), and we shall translate therefore : 

the spirits and souls of the just. The juxtaposition of ITH and 

occurs in Job xxxiv, 14. I cannot see here any idea of the 

trichotomy of man as suggested by Fritzsche. 

V. 52. (Greek 65.) S'lfcW is rendered aoos. Theodotion has 

taivacv before <=V \a piv OavuTov, as in the Aramaic .7HD before 

Theodotion ck pcaov Kaplvov = Aramaic pDN ]£, “ From 

the burning fire and flame He has saved us.” Of these words, 

p^“7 are missing in both Greek translations, omitted 

probably because they appeared an unnecessary repetition of the 

foregoing verse, is better rendered by iXvrpuaaTo, LXX, than 

by eppuamo, with which Theodotion is credited; as is trans¬ 

lated so in the same verse, and it is not likely that he should have 

repeated the same word when he had to translate another Aramaic 

word, 

53. (66.) jvnn> Greek cgo/io\oyc?oOc corresponds exactly. 

5$f> (67) differs completely from the Greek. The whole verse 

is not addressed to anyone. V. 52 concludes fitly with the three 

Children, all the others having been enumerated before. There was 

no room for acftopcvoi to be repeated, as they were included among 

the cov\oi} etc. (vv. 50 ff. Aramaic, 61 ff. Greek). 

“ The lord of the universe,” must have been strangely misread by the 

LXX and Theodotion, as well as the following, JVT^N NVf, “He is 

God.” They have 7ov Kvptov, 7ot> Qtov 7u>t> Octet’, “the Lord, the God 
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of gods.” This verse is evidently modelled after Ps. cxxxvi, vv. 2 and 

3, the Targum of which runs thus:—, , , , '’hSnS VQtt? 

.... N'Hft Theodotion or the LXX may have 

thought of these verses, and have changed the primitive form 
found in the Aramaic for the other more dogmatic, but alien to the 
text. 

The result of this detailed comparison is, that the Aramaic is 
a more primitive and more correct text, agreeing in the main with 
Theodotion, but differing sufficiently from his text to show its 
independence from any of the existing forms of the Greek. It 

represents thus the oldest text of the Song, and helps us to recon¬ 
struct the primitive form of Theodotion’s Greek translation as it must 

have been before it was altered and interpolated from the LXX. 
By these means we shall be able to reconstruct also the original 

form of the version of the LXX, as this also must have suffered 

many alterations and interpolations from Theodotion and others. 
Those readings in Theodotion which differ from our text will have 

to be considered as originating from the LXX, and vice versa those 
agreeing more closely with our Aramaic text than the corresponding 
portion in Theodotion, have crept into the LXX from Theodotion. 

We shall thus obtain a clearer insight into the true character of 
the old LXX version before Theodotion, and understand better 
the reason for its elimination from the church service; for it will 
be found to differ very materially from the Aramaic text, with which 
Theodotion would then exactly correspond. For this very reason 
the former had been eliminated, and the latter substituted instead, 
though it has become rather mixed in the course of time. It must 
be borne in mind that the Song formed, from very ancient times, 
part of the Church Hymn book, and is often found added to the 
Psalter. Hence the profound alterations to which it was subjected, 
and the amalgamation of LXX and Theodotion. 

We are much better off in the other legend, where such causes 
did not operate to alter the character of the two translations; and I 
pass on to the examination of— 

Daniel and the Dragon. 

V. 1. (LXX 23; Theodotion 23.) The Aramaic text has 
W'inn “in that place,” in common with LXX, «V 7«p alnw 
7oVw, and N’ODI —“great and mighty,”.with Theodotion /tiyav. 
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pn is rendered by both cpaicu>v. 

^3, missing in the Greek. 

V. 2. (24.) Aramaic totally different. No trace in it of “ brass,” 

which was suggested in the Greek by the tale of the brazen idol Bel 

(v. 7), nor of “eating and drinking.” Instead of TrpoaKWTjaav we 

have “pray.” 

V. 3 is missing in LXX, but is v. 25 Theodotion, with which the 

Aramaic text agrees in general, but has more than the Greek 

tozh'cbi “to the king;” *»VirQN"T> “of my fathers;” and 

iStiTJ 2T, “mighty and awe-inspiring,” which are all missing in 

the latter. Syriac identical with Theodotion. 

V. 4. (LXX 25; Theodotion 26.) identical with 

Theodotion, a-oKTcvu; and not LXX, avc\w. All the ancient 

versions have then, “a sword and staff,” paxalpav (Theodotion), 

aic/jpov (LXX) Kal paftcov Syriac Nliyin. Only the Aramaic has 

the proper word, NrP.n, “lance,” which must have been read 

from very ancient times. jT^m mn is a standing phrase 

in the Bible, cf. I Samuel xiii, 19, 22 ; xvii, 45, 47; xxi, 9. 

V. 5. The Aramaic text is again more complete. The permis¬ 

sion asked for by Daniel is granted in express terms, IT»rP N.N = 

Theodotion 26, c/cuyd <tov, and not LXX, cccojal <rc, and then follows 

“ leave to do unto it all that thou wishest,” which LXX and Theo¬ 

dotion omit. 

Vv. 6 and 7. (LXX 26; Theodotion 27.) I have already drawn 

attention in the Introduction to the great difference between these 

and the corresponding Greek verses. Among the ingredients we 

have also “flax.” /<«£«?, Theodotion, is proved by b'bx, 

“a round lump.” The whole portion of the iron hatchets is missing 

in the Greek texts, and thus no satisfactory reason for the death of 

the dragon is given, at least by Theodotion. The LXX have the 

large mass of 30 manehs for the lumps made by Daniel. Theodotion, 

ta acfiaapaTa vpu'v, is identical with Aramaic, which he must have 

read imOlp pl^D piTnm ]V2 NH, omitting pn1?**, and 

took it to be the plural. Totally different is the ironical question 

of the LXX, ov in in a olpcaOc. Syriac differs from all. 

V. S. (27, Theodotion 28.) Almost identical with Theodotion, 

rj^avuKTrjaav \iav is an excellent translation of the idiomatic £ppn 
pr*. which is repeated in v. 10 (Theodotion 30), and has the 
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meaning “ to be mightily (incensed) against ...” cf Targum to 

Psalm xviii, 8, mb PpP-TH* etc. Much clearer is the sentence in 

the Aramaic, “ for we know now that thou art like unto one of the 

Jewish men.” Theodotion, ’Ioi/o«?ov ^d^ovcv o ftaaiXe{•?; cf. Fritzsche 

(l.c. p. 152). Aramaic has, after icpc??, “of Bel and his temple,” and, 

instead of Kaicoffiagc, NJTQn , “thou hast broken up.” 

V. 9. (Theodotion 29.) Aramaic much shorter, a continuation 

of the words spoken by the people in v. 8, and not a new state¬ 

ment, as in Theodotion. in thine house, Theodotion 

has read "jjTQY and thine house. 

V. 10. (Theodotion 30.) Here Theodotion has rendered rppj! 

by iircfyovatv offrocpa (see above v. 8), and instead of TT^TtQpcb 

“they wanted to kill him,” we find, ava^KnaOcU, “constrained,” which 

is rather a mild description of the danger threatening him. Some 

other Aramaic word must have stood in the original used by Theo¬ 

dotion, or, what is more probable, with the change of a few letters 

he may have read the words as (DO'O) rPYsVlNin, “and in his 

being constrained, delivered,” etc. 

V. 11. (31.) 1N''YvL'H, “they placed,” I should like to read instead 

WHWi “they cast,” as it corresponds exactly with Theodotion, 

ifiaXov. Instead of avTov we have in the Aramaic “ Daniel.” 

Aramaic seven, Theodotion and LXX six days. 

V. 12. (Theodotion 32.) Aramaic has the addition of fcOjlNH 

NVin, ‘in that place.’ The real meaning of owpma, which could 

mean also “ slaves,” is proved by the Aramaic 'p'vUY’N 10 be 

“ human corpses ” 

V. 13. (Theodotion 33.) The Aramaic is 

much more correct than Theodotion, 'Ioucaia, as the prophet Hab- 

akkuk lived in Israel and not in Judeea. ?/Vr7<reI' fycfia is as 

litteral a translation of “sod a pottage” as 

could be wished for. Instead of the Aramaic has rPpXIJ, 

“his sack” or “knapsack.” The Syriac has Nmy, a very scarce 

word, which is translated dish, and seems to be a hapaxlegomenon. I 

am inclined to amend the word into NlYYliD = Persian ^ J = knap¬ 

sack, which would make it absolutely identical with the Aramaic. 

In the Aramaic we have also an addition of 

“ to feed the reapers.” 

14. (34.) Aramaic has also some small additions: NPH, “and 

there was” (or “appeared ”); in some codices o is preceding <1776X0*; 
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Vn is added to in conformity with the spirit of the Aramaic, 

“go and bring.” Instead of tye** we have “which 

thou hast cooked.” After ^03 the word Nmp» “ town,” is added 

here and in v. 15. mb 3rH, “and gave it to him” (to Daniel), is 
also missing in the Greek. 

V. 15- (35-) not in the Greek. 
V. 16. (36.) Here a peculiar confusion has crept into the Greek. 

Theodotion does not seem to have understood properly the word 

which he translated *opv(f>i] “ the crown,” whilst the true 

meaning of it is “ neck.” There is then no tautology with the 
following, “hair,” or as the Aramaic has it, “lock of his head,” 

Aramaic adds, “and he set him with the food that he 
had in his hands over the mouth of the lions’ den which was in 
Babylon.” 

V. 17. (36, 37.) The Aramaic text helps us here also over one of 
the most perplexing passages of the Greek text, of which no one has 
hitherto been able to extract a proper sense. Cf. Fritzsche (l.c., 
p. 153-4), who does not mend matters. The words "13 

nvm, must have been strangely misread, possibly as nmil 
mnn, “the vchemency,” “fury,” potty, and has been united with 
the preceding verses, thus producing a totally unintelligible sentence. 
The Aramaic on the contrary is perfectly clear, and shows unmis¬ 
takably that it must have been the original. The meaning is, 
“ And when his breath came back to him ” (or “ he recovered his 
breath ”) which he had lost through the quickness of the flight, 
“ Habakkuk called Daniel and said.” After o 0eov Aramaic adds, 

“ thine,” ~[n*7N. 

V. iS. (38.) Aramaic begins with ^2*1 rQtZM, “and Daniel 
praised and prayed, and said,” which is natural when beholding 
the unexpected divine help. Instead of we have ^"7, “ for.” 
For the rest this verse is identical with Theodotion. 

V. 19. (39.) Theodotion, LXX (3S) rr} airrij i/pcpa ; 

Aramaic, N“in NilVUM* “in one hour*” Theodotion read 
probably N1H, that very hour.” 

V. 20. (40.) Aramaic mm, as in vv. 7, 8, 13, and 17. blN*) Dpi, 
also a peculiar Aramaic construction similar to 

'h'Tl throughout the text. In the Aramaic there is no 

trace of TrcvOrjaat. Did Theodotion read instead of 
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V. 21. (41.) Aramaic so in LXX, missing in Theodotion ; 

Aramaic IT (</• v. 20). Greek only, “great” (or loud). 

Aramaic has the third person, “ is the god of,” Greek, c?, 

“ art thou.” Aramaic NT'»pvl> “ and glorious ” (cf Song of Three 

Children, v. 29). Theodotion (and LXX) have instead icai ov* 

?<rriv a Wo 9 aou. 

V. 22. (42.) Aramaic has , “ and the king gave 
orders.” Theodotion omits these as well as the words y\% 

NnvmN- 
pP2mp idiomatic expression, which is paraphrased by 

a'm'ovs t»/9 a7To\eias ai)Tov. 

T?3N, also missing in Theodotion and LXX. 
Theodotion, irapaxptjpa bvu>mov ainoo) probably he read 

Syriac has even more, “before him and before Daniel.” 
This minute comparison between the Aramaic text and Theo¬ 

dotion proves beyond doubt that the former is absolutely independent 
of the Greek. Not a single trace can be detected of any Greek 
influence, either in language or in construction. Both are pure 
Aramaic, agreeing in every point with the known characteristics of 

that language. No translation could be as perfect, and no text 
that we have can be looked upon as a probable or even possible 
original. But everything points to the contrary conclusion—that 
this Aramaic text represents the original from which Theodotion 
made his translation. Numerous instances of misreadings and 
misinterpretations have been adduced in the course of our examina¬ 
tion, which prove conclusively the dependence of the Greek text 
upon this very Aramaic text. The close resemblance between the 
Aramaic and Theodotion in the Tale of the Dragon is beyond 
dispute. In this piece we recognise, more clearly than in that of 
the Song, how thoroughly Theodotion differed from the LXX, and 
we find in the Aramaic text the reason for the profound changes 
introduced by him into his translation. He tried to approximate 
it as closely as possible to this original from which the LXX had 
deviated so much. With the assistance of the Aramaic text, we arc 
now in a position to remove many of the mistakes that have crept 
in, and to reconstruct the same text of Theodotion. 

Not having found a place in the Liturgy, this tale has suffered 
less from interpolations, and we have therefore two distinct Greek 
texts, and not a mixed text as in the case of the “Song.” In the 
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Tale of the Dragon we are therefore also in a better position to see 
how closely Theodotion follows the Aramaic text. 

Judging the Song, then, in the light of this almost absolute 
identity of Theodotion with the Aramaic, we are forced to admit, 

as already indicated above, that the literary tradition of the two 
Greek texts is far from being correct, that the difference between 
Theodotion and LXX must have been more profound than is 

now the case, and that we shall have to recast the existing text of 
Theodotion and also that of the LXX, as both translations have 
exercised a mutually deteriorating influence upon each other, taking 
as basis for the reconstruction this Aramaic text, which, as I have 
tried to prove, is the original from which those translations have 
been made. The mistakes, which have their origin in wrong 
readings and misinterpretation, prove also conclusively that the 
original was Aramaic, and not Hebrew. 

IV. Translation. 

A. The Song of the Three Children. 

V. 1. And the three went into the furnace of burning fire, 
praising and blessing the Lord. And Azariah stood up to pray, 
and he prayed thus ; and he opened his mouth and said : V. 2. 
“ Blessed be he, the God of our fathers, and be his name praised 
and glorified for evermore. V. 3. For thou art true in all that thou 
hast done to us, for all thy works are true, and thy ways established, 
and all thy judgments faithful. V. 4. Yea, true judgment hast 
thou wrought in all (the things) that thou hast brought upon us, 
and upon Jerusalem the holy city of our fathers, for true judgments 
hast thou brought upon us, because of our sins. V. 5. We have 
sinned, and we have committed iniquity, and we have departed 
(withdrawn) from thee. V. 6. And we have turned aside (trespassed) 
from all the commandments which thou hast commanded us, as 
we have not been willing to keep and to observe them, that it 
might go well with us. V. 7. And because we have not done 
(observed) thy commandments and statutes, V. 8. thou hast wrought 
true judgment in that thou hast delivered us into the hands of 
lawless enemies, and into the hands of wicked and lawless kings in 
all the lands. V. 9. And now we cannot open our mouths, for thy 

servants who cling to thee have become a shame. V. 10. And we 
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beseech thee not to deliver us up wholly, for the sake of thy great 
and holy name, neither to forget thy covenants. V. n. And cause 
not thy mercy to depart from us, for the sake of Abraham thy 
beloved, and thy servant Isaac, and thy holy Israel. V. 12. To whom 
thou hadst spoken that {thou wouldst) multiply their children as the 

stars of heaven, and as the sand {that liet/i) on the seashore. 
V. 13. And now we are become less than any other nation, as we 
are miserable (poor) this day in all the lands because of our sins. 
V. 14. And at this time we have neither a leader nor prophets, neither 
governors nor deputies, neither burnt-offerings nor sacrifices, nor obla¬ 

tions, as there is no place to bring all these before thee {in order') to 
find mercy. V. 15. But in a contrite heart and humble spirit let us 
be accepted like as burnt offeringsand sacrifices of rams and bullocks, 
and like thousands of fat lambs. V. 16. Thus may our sacrifice to-day 

be acceptable in thy sight: for they shall not be confounded that put 
their trust in thee. V. 17. And now we desire with all our heart to 
fear thee. V. iS and we pray unto thee, that thou puttest us not 
to shame, but that thou dealest with us after thy lovingkindness, 
and according to the multitude of thy mercy. V. 19. Deliver us and 

give glory to thy name, O Lord ; and let all them that do thy 
servants hurt be ashamed. V. 20. And let them be confounded 
in (in spite of) all their power, and in (in spite of) their strength let 
them be broken. V. 21. And they shall know that thou alone art 
ruler over all the lands. V. 22. And now the servants of the king 

and his attendants, that threw the three men into the furnace, took 
naphtha, pitch and tow, and made balls, V. 23. in order to 

increase the flame of the fire 49 cubits above the furnace. V. 24. 
And the fire and the flame streamed forth and burnt them and 
every one of the Chaldacans that were standing by the side of the 
furnace. V. 25. And the angel of the Lord came down into the 
oven with Azariah and his fellows, and the fire of the oven cooled 
down. V. 26. And he made in the midst of the furnace like unto a 
wind that blew dew, and none of the fire touched them, nor were 
they hurt in any way. V. 27. Then those three with one mouth 
praised, and glorified and blessed God in the midst of the burning 
furnace, and said : V. 28. Blessed is the Lord God of our fathers, 
and to be praised and exalted for ever and ever. V. 29. And 
blessed be thy great and glorious and holy name, and praised and 
exalted over all the world. V. 30. Blessed art thou in thy holy 
temple, and to be praised and glorified over all the worlds. V. 31. 
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Blessed art thou upon the throne of thy glorious kingdom, and to 
be praised and exalted for ever and ever. V. 32. Blessed art thou, 
who hast lowered the abyss and sittest upon the cherubim and be 
praised and glorified in all the worlds. V. 33. Blessed art thou 
in the firmament of heavens, and be extolled and praised for ever. 
V. 34. O all ye works bless ye the Lord God, praise him and 

exalt him in the world. V. 35. All ye angels bless ye the Lord 
God, praise him and exalt him over the world. V. 36. O ye 

waters that be above the heavens bless ye the Lord, praise him and 
exalt him in the world. V. 37. All ye hosts of God, bless ye the 
Lord, praise him and exalt him in the world. V. 38. O ye stars of 
heaven bless ye the Lord, praise him and exalt him in the world. 
V. 39. O ye rain and dew bless ye the Lord, praise him and exalt 
him in the world. V. 40. All ye winds of God, bless ye the Lord, 
praise him and exalt him in the world. V. 41. O ye fire and heat, 
bless ye the Lord, O ye cold and warmth bless ye the Lord, praise him 
and exalt him in the world. V. 42. O ye thunders and lightnings 
bless ye the Lord, O ye ice and frost bless ye the Lord, praise him and 

exalt him in the world. V. 43. O ye vapours and clouds bless ye the 
Lord, O ye nights and days bless ye the Lord, praise him and exalt 
him in the world. V. 44. O ye light and darkness bless ye the 
Lord, O ye dusk and dawn bless ye the Lord, praise him and exalt 
him in the world. V. 45. O ye lands bless ye the Lord, O ye 
mountains and little hills bless ye the Lord, praise him and exalt 
him in the world. V. 46. O all ye things that grow in the earth 
bless ye the Lord, O ye deep fountains bless ye the Lord, praise him 
and exalt him in the world. V. 47. O ye seas and rivers bless ye the 
Lord, O ye fish and all that move in the waters bless ye the Lord, 
praise him and exalt him in the world. V. 4S. O all ye fowls of the 
heavens bless ye the Lord, O all ye beasts and cattle bless ye the 
Lord, praise him and exalt him in the world. V. 49. O all ye 
children of men bless ye the Lord, O Israel bless ye the Lord, praise 
him and exalt him in the world. V. 50. O ye priests of God bless 
ye the Lord, (O ye servants of God, bless ye the Lord), praise him 

and exalt him in the world. V. 51. O ye spirits and souls of 
the righteous bless ye the Lord, O ye holy and humble men of 
heart bless ye the Lord, praise him and exalt him in the world. 
V. 52. O ye Hananyah, Azariah, and Mishael bless ye the Lord, 
praise him and exalt him in the world, for he hath delivered us 
from Sheol and saved us from the hand of death; for he delivered 
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us from the furnace of burning fire, and he hath saved us from 

burning fire and flames. V. 53. Give thanks unto the Lord, for he is 
good, as his mercies (endure) for ever, and bless ye the Lord of 

the World, he is God, praise him and exalt him in the world. 

B. Daniel and the Dragon. 

V. 1. And in that place there was a great and mighty dragon, 

which all the Babylonians worshipped. V. 2. And the king said 
unto Daniel, now thou canst not say that this here is no living god, 

therefore pray to him. V. 3. And Daniel answered and said unto 
the king, I pray only to the Lord God of my fathers, for he is a 
living God, mighty and awe-inspiring. V. 4. But if thou, O king, 
wilt give me leave, I will slay this dragon without lance or sword. 

V. 5. And the king said unto Daniel, I give thee now leave to do 
unto it all that thou wishest. 6. And Daniel went and took pitch 
and fat and flax and hair, and rolled them into one lump, and he 
made unto himself iron hatchets, and rolled all that round and 
round the hatchets, and he threw it into the dragon’s mouth. V. 7. 
And it came to pass when the dragon had swallowed it and it had gone 
down into his stomach, the fat and pitch melted awayfrom the hatchets, 
and the dragon was injured by the (spurs) points of the hatchet, and 
died. And Daniel said, lo, this is vour god, whom you worshipped. 
V. 8. And when they of Babylon saw that the dragon was dead, they 
were all greatly incensed, and they gathered together and went up 
before the king, and they spake, saying, now we know that thou art 
like unto one of the Jewish men, for lo ! thou has destroyed Bel, and 
the dragon thou hast killed, and the priests of Bel thou hast broken 
up, together with his temple. V. 9. And now, if thou deliverest not 
Daniel into our hands, we will kill thee even in thine house. V. 10. 
Now when the king saw that they were all greatly incensed so that 
they wanted to kill him, he delivered Daniel unto them. V. n. 

And they cast Daniel into the lions’ pit, and he was there seven 
days. V. 12. For there was a pit in that place, in which there 
were seven lions, and they used to give them every day two 
carcasses, and two sheep; and on that day they were not given to 
them, to the intent that they might devour Daniel. V. 13. The 
prophet Habakkuk was then in the land of Israel, and he sod a 
pottage to feed the reapers, and placed bread in his sack, and went 
to bring it to the reapers in the field. V. 14. And lo, the angel of 
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the Lord (appeared), and spoke to Habakkuk the prophet, saying, 
go and carry now this pottage which thou hast made to the town of 

Babylon, and give it to Daniel, who is in the lions’ pit. V. 15. And 
the prophet Habakkuk answered and said to the angel, my lord, I 
have never seen the town of Babylon, neither do I know the lions’ 
pit. V. 16. And the angel of the Lord took him by the neck and 
bore him by the lock of his head, and he set him with the food that 
he had in his hands over the mouth of the lions’ pit which was in 

Babylon. V. 17. And when he recovered his breath, Habakkuk 
called Daniel, and said, take now this food which thy God has sent 
thee. V. iS. And Daniel praised and prayed, and said, O Lord 
God, thou hast remembered me, neither hast thou forsaken all those 
that love thee. V. 19 And Daniel arose and did eat; and the 
angel of the Lord carried Habakkuk back to his place in one hour. 
V. 20. And it came to pass on the seventh day that the king arose 

and went to the lions’ pit to see Daniel, and he saw Daniel sitting 
in the den. V. 21. And the king cried with a loud and mighty 
voice, and said, the Lord God of Daniel, He is great and glorious. 
V. 22. And the king ordered to draw Daniel out from the lions’ 
pit, and those men who had calumniated Daniel, the king ordered 
to cast them in there. And they cast them in the lions’ pit, and 

the {lions) devoured them in a moment. 
Postscript.—I have since acquired a Hebrew Manuscript 

(now Cod. Hebr., 130 of my collection) written in a Spanish hand, 
of the end of the XVIth century. It is a collection of tales. One 
among these (No. 72 f. i62a-i65a) is now the Hebrew translation 
of the Syriac text of Bel and the Dragon, published by Dr. Neubauer, 
from the Midrash Rabba de-Rabba. (The book of Tobit, 
Oxford, 187S, p. 39-43). This translation is as literal as possible, 
therefore of no small importance for the criticism of that text, 
especially as it contains a few remarkable variations. I select only 
one, as it corroborates the reading of our Aramaic text in one of 
the most interesting variants. V. 13 reads in this MS.: “Now 
Habakkuk was a prophet in Judah, and he had in his hands a 
pottage (seething) and in his knapsack bread, to bring to the reapers 

in the fieldWen mi HTTP 'pN'2 STO!! ITT! ppC!TI ” 
agreeing thus exactly smttn CP imp*? N’CH1? Dll1? mnnCNCl, 
with the Aramaic, in that Habakkuk carried the bread in a sack, and 
in nothing else, although the Hebrew-Syriac text has also the word 

NmU* for it. 
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